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h i g h l i g h t s

" A novel electrohydrodynamic mixer is presented.
" The efficiency of the mixers is studied using image processing.
" No moving part is used in the current mixer.
" The mixer can be used in a wide range of applications, from pharmaceutical to petroleum processes.
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a b s t r a c t

A novel method is presented for mixing of two miscible dielectric liquids using D.C. electric field where
Electrohydrodynamic (EHD) forces are used to increase the interface instability and fluids circulations in
an enclosure, resulting to rapid dispersion of phases. Experiments were provided for a range of electrical
potential (from 0 to 30 kV) and a Digital CCD camera is used to record the experimental observations.
Results are analyzed, processing the images based on color intensities. The experimental results show
that employing electric field is effective in providing a force able to cause instability on liquid–liquid
interface and generate internal flows, significantly increasing the efficiency of mixing for the liquid–
liquid system. The current results assist to step forward in design of EHD mixers, which are noteworthy,
since they contain no moving parts and are relatively easy to integrate in relevant systems during
fabrication.

� 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Mixing is on of the most demanding operations in several
industries such as chemical, pharmaceutical and food processing.
In pharmaceutical units and small-scale fluidic systems, often
objective is rapid mixing of two initially segregated liquid layers
in minimal amount of space. Therefore, any effective method to en-
hance rate of mixing of the fluids can lead to higher efficient func-
tionary of these systems and units. For this purpose, several
passive and active techniques via experimental and theoretical
studies are proposed for micro and macro scales [1–4]. One cate-
gory of these methods that employs flow induced by EHD phenom-
ena, has gained significant attention during the last decades and
showed a great promise of mixing due to the fact that any distur-
bance induced by electric field can help mixing process [5–10].

A detailed description on dynamics of liquid–liquid interfaces
under the influence of electric field can be found in Taylor and
McEwan [11], who obtained a large body of experimental data con-

firming the fundamentals of the theory of electrohydrodynamic
instability. Melcher and Smith [12] conducted a detailed analytical
investigation of the small amplitude motions of a plane interface
between two fluids stressed by an initially perpendicular electric
field. In the model, the influence of viscosity on instability growth
rates in the zero-shear stress limits of perfectly conducting and
perfectly insulating interface was described. Recently, Eow and
Ghadiri [13] investigated the behavior of water–oil interface, mea-
suring the electric current. They concluded that the turning point
of the voltage–current characteristic curve is due to formation of
a liquid cone at the liquid–liquid interface.

DePaoli et al. [14] presented a liquid-phase approach for parti-
cle production using EHD mixing. Their experimental results con-
firmed that the reactors utilizing EHD mixing could be used for
continuous, rapid production of homogenous, ultrafine particles.
Shankar and Sharma [15] analytically studied the effect of an
externally electric field on the stability of the interface between
two thin leaky dielectric fluid films using a linear stability analysis
in long-wave limit. The results showed that the viscosity ratio, lr,
has a significant effect on dynamics of the interface between two
leaky dielectrics. Moreover, the presence of nonzero conductivity
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